COVID-19 Barn Rules (updated May 18)


If you have editing access to the shared Google calendar, sign up for a time slot with the horse’s
name, even if you are just grooming. If you don’t have editing access, let us know when you want to
come and we’ll add your name. Arrive & depart on time when adjacent slots are full.



It is expected that everyone maintains at least 6 feet of separation from all non-family members.
Those failing to do so will lose visiting privileges.



No guests besides one driver/parent allowed. That person must stay out of the way of other riders
and out of the aisle. The office is off-limits (except for bathroom use). Consider bringing a chair.



It is expected that riders groom, tack, untack and put things away themselves. Parents should stay
out of the aisle and away from the tack area.



A face covering is a good idea while not riding when other people are there. A face covering of some
type needs to be on your person at all times so that you can quickly put it on in the event that you
require assistance or you can’t avoid being within 6 feet of someone.



If you or an accompanying parent/driver work in a higher-risk environment where you are more
likely to be exposed to COVID, a face covering is required while not riding when there are other
people at the barn.



Wash your hands or use hand sanitizer when you arrive.



Bring your own helmet. If you forget your helmet and use one of ours, spray it with a diluted bleach
solution (we'll leave some around).



Use your own grooming equipment and tack if you have it. If you don’t have grooming supplies, use
one of our kits above the bridles. Clean, disinfect and replace after use. Spray and wipe WRR saddles
and bridles with saddle soap after use.



Tie up on the far side of arena (unless too crowded) even when there are riders in the ring. Or at the
bathing station or small barn or somewhere outside.



Don’t leave any items in the trough, including crops.



Keep your belongings with you or in the cubbies above the bridles – not in the office. Take all your
belongings with you.



Avoid needing to pass one another in the aisle. Go through the arena or duck into a stall to let
someone pass.



If you are waiting for the bathroom, wait outside the office. Leave the bathroom door open when
not in use so it’s obvious if it’s available.



Ride outside whenever possible.



No jumping outside of a lesson.



Please notify us if you think you might have COVID and you’ve visited the barn in the previous 2
weeks.

I have read and understand the rules above. I promise that I will not come to the barn if I have any
COVID-like symptoms or if I or a family member has been in close proximity (without appropriate PPE) to
someone infected with COVID-19.

NAME: ___________________________________________
SIGNED: ___________________________________________

DATE: _________________

